Angular and axial evaluation of superficial defects on non-accessible pipes by wavelet transform and neural network-based classification.
In this paper an effective procedure that allows evaluating the dimensions of corrosive flaws on non-accessible pipes is presented. The method is based on the propagation of ultrasound waves, analyzing the informative content of echoes reflected by defects. The approach exploits the properties of the wavelet transform to represent signals by a reduced form. The coefficients of this representation are selected properly by making use of a filter method followed by a genetic algorithm and, then, they feed a neural network classifier which evaluates the dimensions of defects on the pipe under test. Numerical results show low error rates in the evaluation of both angular and axial extension of each flaw. The main advantage offered by the method consists of analyzing long lines of non-accessible pipes, realizing an automatic evaluation of the dimensions of superficial flaws in pipelines.